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A classroom is a place where a child develops, grows and learns how to 
express thoughts and feelings. It is a place where a teacher encourages 
shared learning and where a child builds their confidence.

With hundreds of products in the range, including display boxes, 
shelving, art easels, storage solutions, trudy primary furniture provides a 
flexible, interactive environment that encourages and inspires learning.

We build quality and durability into all of our products. Proof of our 
commitment to the highest standards can be seen in our 5 year warranty 
on all of the trudy primary furniture range*

All trudy primary furniture is fully inspected before leaving our factory and 
most items are delivered fully assembled. The restrictions of this are due 
to size and access into buildings. 

Please refer to page 105 for carriage costs & pre-delivery requirements. 
Delivery is four weeks from receipt of order.

Product dimensions are listed as follows:  
width x depth x height unless otherwise stated. 
 
All orders are subject to our standard terms and conditions, a copy of 
which is available on request and on our website. All prices are shown 
excluding VAT and carriage.
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*Subject to wear and tear

0208 545 2678

Trudy primary furniture is made in the UK from sustainable sources.

Apteriors
The Old Church, 89b Quicks Road, Wimbledon, London, SW19 1EX
email: trudy@apteriors.com web: www.apteriors.com
Calls are charged at local call rate.

Open Mon-Fri 9:00am to 5:30pm. Calls are charged at a local call rate.
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All trudy primary furniture comes with a 5 
Year Warranty (unless otherwise stated) giving 
you peace of mind it is covered in the event 
of structural failure. Subject to general wear 
and tear.

Whether you’re planning a new school or 
refurbishing a single room, our team are 
here to help. We can help with choosing 
your furniture and offer you our design and 
planning service to help you make the most of 
your space.

Where you see this icon, you can save money 
by ordering a set or multiple items of the same 
product. A great way to save some money.

Most of our units will be delivered fully 
assembled. When this isn’t possible, the units 
that require a higher level of installation or  
fixing will feature the icon shown above.

So you can have the furniture just the way you want it, we have lots of different 
options. Remember to add your colour choice letters at the end of the code when 
ordering.

When you order your colour options please use the example below: 

All of our timber is responsibly sourced from 
FSC accredited suppliers. We heat our factory 
using waste wood and sawdust. We recycle 
95% of general waste.

5 YEAR WARRANTY

STEP BY STEP PLANNING

ORDER AND SAVE

FIXING REQUIRED

COLOUR OPTIONS

ORDERING
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We’ve created a simple set of icons to help you choose furniture that suits your 
requirements. Icons that appear next to products are explained below.  
Welcome to trudy primary furniture.

Please note that dimensions 
are listed as:
 width x depth x height

unless otherwise stated
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Apteriors design, and fit furniture solutions 
for schools, colleges, universities, and public 
and commercial offices. Over the years we 
have spoken to teachers about what they 
need and discovered there was a lack of 
storage options to suit the huge variety of 
equipment in a classroom.

Unlike secondary schools, where pupils 
move from room to room for different 
subjects, primary school children stay in the 
same room for most of the day.

The teachers stressed their need to be able 
to rearrange the room to suit the subject, 
whether it was working individually, in 
groups, or clearing everything away to 
make space for drama.

So, back in the office, the designers set to 
work putting together their ideas for the new 
furniture range and thinking about all the 
things they’d learned back at school.

The designers chose to use maple. It’s 
a much lighter colour and gives a much 
fresher look to the classroom. It also 
complements the bright modern colours 
they chose for trays, chairs, handles and 
trimming the storage units.

Trudy was launched at the Education Show 
in Birmingham in 2008 and over the years 
the range was developed to add more 
choice and the colour options expanded.

For more information visit:
www.trudy-primary.com

INTRODUCING
TRUDY PRIMARY
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N
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 � 
 

Trudy primary is a range of practical furniture designed with feedback from teachers on how they used 
furniture, and what they needed to help them in the classroom. They wanted something more modern, 

bright and flexible...So the trudy designers started sketching up ideas and the rest is history.

Little flower soft seating (see Pg 59) Double play table (see Pg 53)

Tall open shelving (see Pg 27)
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HOW TRUDY
PRIMARY WORKS

The trudy primary furniture range has a solution for every classroom need. The examples
shown here give an idea of what can be achieved in each age group environment.
From quiet corners, study areas and ICT suites to play and reading corners, there’s  

a solution for every classroom.

YEARS 3 & 4

Quiet corner

Teachers area

Display boxes

Play pen

Colourboxes

Play table Easy access storage

Art easel

Welcome area

Study areaICT area

Creative area

Role play area

RECEPTION

6
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SPACE

We know space can be tight in classrooms, 
that’s why the trudy primary range cleverly 
makes use of every available surface as a 
storage space.

COLOUR

Choose from exciting modern colours to inspire 
young minds or a neutral grey suitable for SEN,  
or to allow pupil displays to stand out.

INSPIRATION

Creating teaching environments that inspire 
children to learn.

FLEXIBILITY

The key to a modern primary school. Storage 
units are designed to be easily moved around 
the classroom, by teachers or pupils, then 
locked into position wherever needed.

QUALITY

Every trudy primary product is made with  
high quality materials and fittings.

SHAPE

With soft curved lines and our unique,  
half-moon handle, trudy primary furniture has  
no dangerous sharp corners, and our curved 
seating and tables link neatly together.

INTERACTION

Children learn by interacting with the furniture, 
and their environment, knowing where things 
are stored, preparing the room and tidying 
away after use.

Quiet corner

Teachers area

Easy access storage

Group working

Reading corner

Study area ICT area

Role play area Creative area

YEARS 6 & 7

YEARS 1 & 2

7
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Detail A - Grouping A-Frame tables

Detail C - Group workstation

Detail B - Rectangular tables

Detail D - Storage and shelving

1 2 7

3

4

5 6

1. CAD Drawings

2. Colour coordination

3. Birchwood Primary 

4. Excelsior Academy

5. Colmonell Primary  

6. St. Michaels’ Primary 

7. Roe Lee Park

8
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CREATE YOUR
PERFECT ROOM

Whether you’re planning a new school or 
refurbishing a single room, our experienced team  

are here to help. We can visit you to measure up the 
space and talk to you about your ideas. We’ll help 
with choosing products and colour schemes using 

material samples and colour boards. 

We then put together a CAD plan of the best layout 
to suit your needs and your budget. We can even 
create a 3D visual so you can picture how it’s all 

going to look.

9
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STORAGE
A complete storage solution for even the busiest 

classroom. With a choice including open shelving, 
cupboards and specialist book storage, all 

classroom supplies and everyday materials can 
be kept neatly tidied away. From pencils to PE kits, 
everything has a place and can be easily retrieved 

at the start or end of the day.
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Roe Lee Park, Blackburn, Lancashire.

12
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The units are compact too, so you can 
pack a lot in a small space and still be 
neat and tidy, perfect! 
 
The coloured rails on the units provide 
strength and durability - and the safe, 
curved panels are all with a tough, 
impact-resistant edge. Rails, panels, 
trays and half-moon handles are 
supplied matching on each unit so you 
can colour co-ordinate your room.

It’s much easier to keep your classroom tidy when you have plenty of storage space.  
Trudy primary furniture is cleverly designed to suit different classroom resources, whether  

you want to store them out of sight or put them on display.

STORAGE

Safe, curved  
corners

Easy grip, half  
moon handles

Locking castors Space saving  
storage solutions

Units with castors are 
easy to move around 

and the castors lock too.

Look out for the units with 
a handy top well, it stops 

things falling off when you 
move the units around.

Modern, half moon 
shaped handles

13
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Pull out units work 
perfectly with 

docking stations.

COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 

14
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PULL-OUT UNITS
These pull-out units are easy to move around the classroom and then hide away neatly when you’re 

finished. All of the pull-outs come in our four bright colours, some with trays, all with castors and 
handles... but none with the toys and books shown in the pictures (sorry).

DOUBLE TOY BOX PULL-OUT

970w x 470d x 585h
An attractive large mobile storage solution with 
rounded corners, coloured handles and castors.

PRM52-**  Maple £178.00 PRM04-**  Maple £128.00 

TOY BOX PULL-OUT

485w x 470d x 585h
An attractive small mobile storage solution with 
rounded corners, coloured handles and castors.

PRM02-**  Maple £128.00

BROWSER BOX PULL-OUT

485w x 470d x 585h
An attractive mobile browser unit with rounded 
corners, coloured handles and castors.

TRAY PULL-OUT

485w x 470d x 585h
An attractive tray unit with rounded corners, coloured 
handles, five trays and castors.

PRM05-**  Maple £166.00 

TRAYS INCLU
D

ED • TRAYS INCL
U

D
ED

 • 
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Trays can be 
bought separately 

for all of these 
units (Pg 103).

COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 

16
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DOCKING STATIONS
We have 4 different static docking stations, the low unit is ideal for younger year groups. The tray, 
cupboard and shelf docking stations are all a bit taller to give you more storage in smaller spaces.  

All the units have the handy top well that will hold an extra 3 trays. 

LOW DOCKING STATION

1020w x 505d x 650h
This docking station has a coloured top well and 
accommodates pull out units.

PRM01-**  Maple £115.00 PRM16-**  Maple £317.00

TRAY DOCKING STATION

1020w x 505d x 1200h
This docking station comes with 18 coloured trays and 
accommodates pull out units.

PRM18-**  Maple £305.00 

CUPBOARD DOCKING STATION

1020w x 505d x 1200h
This docking station cupboard has a coloured rail and 
accommodates pull out units.

OPEN SHELF DOCKING STATION

1020w x 505d x 1200h
This docking station shelving unit has a coloured rail 
and accommodates pull out units.

PRM17-**  Maple £253.00 

TRAYS INCLU
D

ED • TRAYS INCL
U

D
ED

 • 
 

Pull-out units 
sold separately. 

See Pg 15.

Pull-out units 
sold separately. 

See Pg 15.

Pull-out units 
sold separately. 

See Pg 15.

Pull-out units 
sold separately. 

See Pg 15.
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Easy to use by 
young children.

COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 
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TRAY STORAGE
All of our tray units are on locking castors so you can move them around to wherever you need them, 

then lock them in place. They come ready to use with the trays, making it easier to keep your classroom 
tidy and children’s work in their own place. The units have a top well for 3 plastic trays. 

18 TRAY UNIT

1020w x 505d x 650h
This tray unit has 18 coloured trays and lockable 
castors. The top well accommodates trays.

PRM06-**  Maple £257.00 PRM07-**  Maple £191.00 PRM08-**  Maple £153.00

12 TRAY UNIT 6 TRAY UNIT

685w x 505d x 650h 350w x 505d x 650h
This tray unit has 12 shallow coloured trays and 
lockable castors. The top well accommodates trays.

This tray unit has 6 coloured trays and lockable 
castors. The top well accommodates trays.

PRM09-**  Maple £254.00

9 TRAY UNIT

1020w x 505d x 650h
This tray unit has 3 shallow and 6 deep coloured trays 
and lockable castors. The top well accommodates trays.

MULTI TRAY UNIT

1020w x 505d x 650h
This tray unit has 6 shallow, 2 deep and 2 jumbo 
coloured trays and lockable castors.

PRM53-**  Maple £254.00 

TRAYS INCLU
D

ED • TRAYS INCL
U

D
ED

 • 
 TRAYS INCLU

D
ED • TRAYS INCL

U
D

ED
 • 
 TRAYS INCLU
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ED • TRAYS INCL
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Excelsior Academy, 
Newcastle upon Tyne.

COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 
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PRACTICAL STORAGE
These units keep your classroom tidy and organised, whilst leaving equipment easily accessible  

for children to get to. Some of the units have a top well that accommodates  
3 plastic trays. 

MOBILE CUPBOARD

1020w x 505d x 650h
This cupboard has an adjustable shelf and lockable 
castors. The top well accommodates trays.

PRM11-**  Maple £244.00 PRM45-**  Maple £254.00

MOBILE JUMBO TRAY STORAGE

1020w x 505d x 505h
This jumbo tray storage unit includes jumbo trays and 
has lockable castors. 

PRM10-**  Maple £249.00
 

TRAY AND BROWSER

1020w x 505d x 650h
This storage unit includes 12 shallow coloured trays & 
lockable castors. The top well accommodates trays.

6 TRAY EASY ACCESS

1020w x 505d x 900h
This angled unit includes 6 deep coloured trays & has 
lockable castors. The top well accommodates trays.

PRM54-**  Maple £242.00 

TRAYS INCLU
D

ED • TRAYS INCL
U

D
ED

 • 
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Angled storage gives easy 
access for young children.

COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 

22
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ANGLED STORAGE
For younger children standard tray units can be a little fiddly and a little too heavy.  

So, we developed angled tray units to let children see what’s in the trays at a glance, making  
getting things in and out much easier.

6 ANGLED TRAY UNIT

1032w x 600d x 650h
This angled unit includes 6 deep coloured trays and 
has lockable castors.

PRM81M-**  Maple panels £164.00
PRM81C-**   Maple panels coloured ends   £195.00

PRM82M-**  Maple panels £200.00
PRM82C-**  Maple panels coloured ends    £212.00

8 ANGLED TRAY UNIT

1350w x 600d x 650h
This angled unit includes 8 deep coloured trays and 
has lockable castors.

PRM83M-**  Maple panels  £222.00 
PRM83C-**   Maple panels coloured ends  £234.00

9 ANGLED TRAY UNIT

1032w x 600d x 800h
This angled unit includes 9 deep coloured trays and 
has lockable castors.

12 ANGLED TRAY UNIT

1350w x 600d x 800h
This angled unit includes 12 deep coloured trays and 
has lockable castors.

PRM84M-**  Maple panels £263.00 
PRM84C-**  Maple panels coloured ends    £298.00
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Great looking 
colour coded stock 

cupboards. 

COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 

24
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TALL STORAGE
Our stock cupboards have adjustable shelves so you can store everything away neat and tidy  

behind closed doors. The tray units come with trays, and all of the units have a top well  
that accommodates 3 plastic trays. 

TALL STOCK CUPBOARD

1020w x 505d x 1800h
This tall cupboard includes 4 adjustable shelves  
and 1 fixed shelf.

PRM19-**  Maple £380.00 PRM20-**  Maple £317.00
 

PRM21-**  Maple £406.00 

LOW STOCK CUPBOARD 36 TRAY UNIT

1020w x 505d x 1200h 1020w x 505d x 1200h
This low cupboard includes 2 adjustable shelves and 
1 fixed. There is room for 3 trays on top of the unit.

This storage unit includes 36 coloured shallow trays. 
There is room for 3 trays on top of the unit.

PRM22-**  Maple £382.00

16 TRAY SHELF CUPBOARD

1020w x 505d x 1200h
This cupboard includes 16 coloured shallow trays. 
There is room for 3 trays on top of the unit.

9 JUMBO TRAY UNIT

1020w x 505d x 1200h
This unit includes 9 coloured jumbo trays. There is 
room for 3 trays on top of the unit.

PRM44-**  Maple £368.00

TRAYS INCLU
D

ED • TRAYS INCL
U

D
ED

 • 
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Open storage keeps your 
classroom light and airy.

COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 
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OPEN SHELVING
You want to keep your classroom feeling light and open, but sometimes space is tight around the outside 
of the room. If you need a bit of extra storage in the middle of the room, these open shelving units can be 

wheeled around, so you can store and display your classroom essentials whilst keeping the feeling of space. 

LOW OPEN SHELVING

1032w x 600d x 650h
This low unit includes a fixed shelf and has an open 
front and back for easy access.

PRM78M-** Maple £187.00
PRM78C-**  Maple coloured ends £218.00 

PRM79M-** Maple £193.00
PRM79C-**  Maple coloured ends £231.00 

PRM80M-** Maple £254.00
PRM80C-**  Maple coloured ends £304.00 

OPEN SHELVING TALL OPEN SHELVING

1032w x 600d x 800h 1032w x 600d x 1200h
This unit includes a fixed shelf and has an open front 
and back for easy access.

This tall unit includes 2 fixed shelves and has an open 
front and back for easy access.

27
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Curved boxes can be used 
to create quiet areas for 
reading or private study.

COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 
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DISPLAY BOXES
With curved shapes and transparent plastic backs for light to pass through, these re-configurable  

display boxes easily connect together using the screws provided, giving you an interestingly  
shaped storage option for your classroom.

CURVE BOX CONFIGURATION

Includes 5x outside boxes (1x purple, 1x lime, 2x blue 
& 1x yellow) & 4x inside boxes (purple, lime, cool blue 
& yellow).

Each box comes ready to use but you need 
to fix them together to create your own funky 
shape. Don’t worry, it’s really easy! Every box 
comes with a connecting screw, so just pop it 
through the hole between the 2 boxes you’re 
joining and then screw on the end cap and 
tighten with a screwdriver.

PRM150  Maple £568.00

PRM67-**  Maple £70.00
 

INSIDE CURVE BOX

460w x 360d x 360h
This curved box comes with a transparent panel and 
connects to other boxes to create a storage wall.

OUTSIDE CURVE BOX SQUARE BOX

460w x 360d x 360h 360w x 360d x 360h
This curved box comes with a transparent panel and 
connects to other boxes to create a storage wall.

This box comes with a transparent panel and 
connects to other boxes to create a storage wall.

PRM68-**  Maple £70.00 PRM69-**  Maple £62.00 

29
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Colourboxes can be used to 
create storage walls.

COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 
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COLOURBOX
When storage space is at a premium, these simple colourboxes can be clustered together 

to create a colourful storage wall, or storage boxes. With flexibility in mind, they can be  
configured in many interesting ways. 

COLOURBOX

360w x 460d x 360h
This box connects to other boxes to create a storage 
wall.

PRM25-**  Maple £62.00
 

PRM32-**  Maple £339.00 PRM31-**  Maple £233.00 

STORAGE WALL KINDERBOX

1080w x 460d x 1080h 720w x 720d x 460h
This storage wall includes 6 coloured boxes to create 
a perfect storage solution. Supplied with fixings.

This storage system includes 4 coloured boxes to 
create a perfect storage solution.

FZ0513  Grape           FZ0512   Cool Blue 

FZ0508  Lime              FZ0501   Banana

FZ0530  Clear            All £9.00 each

JUMBO TRAY

312w x 427d x 300h
These jumbo storage trays offer the perfect solution 
for storing all your classroom bits and bobs.

SET OF 10 COLOURBOXES

1440w x 460d x 1440h
This storage wall includes 10 coloured boxes.  
1x yellow, 2x cool blue, 3x lime and 4x purple.

PRM25-10  Maple £527.00
 

31
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The storage step is a seat, 
step and storage unit  

in one!

COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 
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ESSENTIALS
We love furniture that does more than one job and the storage step crams a lot  

into one nifty product; it’s a step, a seat and a storage unit.

PRM41-**  Maple £508.00

STORAGE STEP

1450w x 800d x 800h
This storage step includes 4 shallow coloured trays 
and can be a step or a seat for smaller children.

Hard-wearing armour dot surface

Hidden storage 
with soft-close lid

TRAYS INCLU
D

ED • TRAYS INCL
U

D
ED

 • 
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Trundle toy boxes slide 
under the play tables, 

keeping items nice and tidy.

COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 
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FUNKY STORAGE
Trundle boxes are ideal for use as storage and the storage trunks can be safely stacked 2 high.

PRM63M      Maple panels £115.00
PRM63C-**   Maple panels coloured ends    £127.00 

PRM64M      Maple panels £115.00
PRM64C-**   Maple panels coloured ends  £127.00

TRUNDLE BOOK DIVIDER TRUNDLE KINDERBOX

600w x 600d x 400h 600w x 600d x 400h
The trundle book divider is perfect for storing books 
and can be used with the play tables (Pg 53).

The trundle kinderbox is perfect for storing books and 
can be used with the play tables (Pg 53).

PRM65M      Maple panels £103.00
PRM65C-**   Maple panels coloured ends  £115.00

TRUNDLE TOY BOX

600w x 600d x 400h
The trundle toy box is perfect for storing toys and can 
be used with the play tables (Pg 53).

STORAGE TRUNK

500w x 495d x 500h
Storage trunks can be stacked 2 high or used on their 
own. A great storage space for any classroom need.

PRM66M      Maple panels £103.00
PRM66C-**   Maple panels coloured ends  £115.00 

35

Price below is for a single storage trunk.
The image shows 2 which are sold 
separately.
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COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 
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A library area can  
easily be created.
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BOOK STORAGE
Our book storage solutions can accommodate children’s books of all shapes and sizes. All shelves have 

strengthening rails which make the units really strong, keeping the shelves completely straight even 
when they are bursting full with books!  

TALL SINGLE SIDED STATIC BOOKCASE

1000w x 350d x 1200h
This tall bookcase can be used against walls in your 
classroom and has 2 book shelves.

PRM56M-** Maple panels £166.00
PRM56C-**  Maple panels coloured ends     £177.00
 

PRM57M-** Maple panels £140.00
PRM57C-**  Maple panels coloured ends    £153.00 

PRM94M-** Maple panels £216.00
PRM94C-**  Maple panels coloured ends    £254.00

LOW SINGLE SIDED STATIC BOOKCASE BROWSER BOOK TROLLEY

1000w x 350d x 800h 1032w x 600d x 800h
This low bookcase can be used against walls in your 
classroom and has 1 book shelf.

This book trolley can be used anywhere and includes  
3 deep trays and lockable castors.

PRM58M-** Maple panels £216.00
PRM58C-**  Maple panels coloured ends    £253.00 

TALL DOUBLE SIDED MOBILE BOOKCASE

1000w x 600d x 1200h
This tall bookcase can be used anywhere and has  
2 book shelves and lockable castors.

LOW DOUBLE SIDED MOBILE BOOKCASE VERTICAL BIG BOOK STORE

1000w x 600d x 800h 1000w x 600d x 800h
This low bookcase can be used anywhere and has  
1 book shelf and lockable castors.

This book store can be used anywhere and has  
3 compartments and lockable castors.

PRM59M-** Maple panels £173.00
PRM59C-**  Maple panels coloured ends    £191.00

PRM60M    Maple panels £187.00
PRM60C-**  Maple panels coloured ends       £204.00

TRAYS INCLU
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COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 
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Big books are easily  
stored here. 
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BOOK STORAGE
Whatever their size, trudy primary units are built to neatly store and display books in classrooms and 

library areas. Their lockable castors make it easy to transport books and to create a reading area  
in any required space.

BROWSER UNIT

1020w x 505d x 650h
This mobile book storage unit has lockable castors 
and a deep tray on the top.

PRM13-**   Maple £216.00 PRM15-**   Maple £234.00
 

PRM14-**   Maple £242.00

BOOK TROLLEY BIG BOOK STORAGE

1020w x 505d x 900h 1020w x 505d x 650h
This double sided mobile book trolley has lockable 
castors and angled shelving.

This mobile book storage unit has plenty of space to 
store books vertically. It has lockable castors too.

PRM151  Maple £207.00

CURVED MOBILE LIBRARY BAY

1150w x 500d x 900h
This curved double sided mobile book storage unit 
has a transparent back and 2 shelves.

STRAIGHT MOBILE LIBRARY BAY

980w x 500d x 900h
This straight double sided mobile book storage unit 
has a transparent back and 2 shelves.

PRM152  Maple £193.00
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Big books are easily  
stored here. 

COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 
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BOOK DISPLAY
Our book display units are great for storing and displaying big colourful books for young children.  

The sloping shelves let children see the fun covers and choose the book they want to look at. 
The coloured rails add extra durability and brighten up all kinds of learning spaces.

800H MOBILE DOUBLE SIDED BOOK SHELVING

1032w x 600d x 800h
This double sided bookcase has two angled shelves 
on one side and a single, flat shelf on the other. 

PRM91M-** Maple panels £178.00
PRM91C-**  Maple panels coloured ends        £216.00

PRM88M-** Maple panels £210.00
PRM88C-**  Maple panels coloured ends    £255.00
 

PRM85M-** Maple panels £248.00
PRM85C-**  Maple panels coloured ends    £291.00 

1000H MOBILE DOUBLE SIDED BOOK SHELVING 1200H MOBILE DOUBLE SIDED BOOK SHELVING

1032w x 600d x 1000h 1032w x 600d x 1200h
This double sided bookcase has two angled shelves 
on one side and a single, flat shelf on the other. 

This double sided bookcase has two angled shelves 
on one side and two flat shelves on the other.

PRM92M-** Maple panels £162.00
PRM92C-**  Maple panels coloured ends    £185.00 

800H SINGLE SIDED DISPLAY SHELVING

1032w x 345d x 800h
This single sided bookcase has 2 angled shelves.

1000H SINGLE SIDED DISPLAY SHELVING 1200H SINGLE SIDED DISPLAY SHELVING

1032w x 345d x 1000h 1032w x 345d x 1200h
This single sided bookcase has 2 angled shelves for 
easy storage.

This single sided bookcase has 2 larger angled 
shelves for easy storage.

PRM89M-** Maple panels £187.00
PRM89C-**  Maple panels coloured end     £214.00 

PRM86M-** Maple panels £195.00
PRM86C-**  Maple panels coloured end     £234.00 
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Extension units come flat 
packed and are easy to 

assemble.
COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 
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LIBRARY SHELVING
All of our library shelves are adjustable; just pop the support brackets in and the shelf locks into place. 
You can easily display your class’ favourite books by putting the shelf on at an angle with the rail on the 

front edge. The units are supplied fully assembled!

SINGLE SIDED STARTER

MAPLE PANELS MAPLE PANELS

936w x 300d

Images below all show 1200mm high units. 

This single sided shelving unit has  
adjustable shelves.

900 high - 1 adjustable shelf 
LSS900M-**               £159.00
1200 high - 2 adjustable shelves 
LSS1200M-**              £197.00
1500 high - 3 adjustable shelves

LSS1500M-**              £238.00

DOUBLE SIDED STARTER

936w x 560d
This double sided shelving unit has  
adjustable shelves.

900 high - 1 adjustable shelf 
LDS900M-**               £210.00
1200 high - 2 adjustable shelves 
LDS1200M-**             £276.00
1500 high - 3 adjustable shelves

LDS1500M-**             £326.00

43
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Use our tables to create 
interesting classroom 

layouts.
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TABLES & SEATING
Having comfortable and colourful furniture in your 
classroom helps children concentrate and work 

to their full potential. With our durable and flexible 
furniture, you can be safe in the knowledge that it 
has come from a trusted source and is compliant 

with relevant industry regulations.

45
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Colour co-ordinate, or mix 
and match your chairs for 

a stylish look and feel.

46
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TABLES & SEATING
From classrooms to dining rooms, libraries and computing rooms, we’ve got tables and chairs  

to suit every area of your school, all in a fantastic range of colours. The trudy primary range has seating  
and tables in a choice of heights, shapes and sizes, all perfectly coordinated so you can 

choose the best furniture for each area of your school.

Please use the size guide below when ordering tables and chairs to help you select the correct height.

Sizes may vary slightly from the above guide. Standards allow a + / - 10mm tolerance.

460mm 530mm 590mm 640mm

260mm 310mm 350mm 380mm

Bean and Apple padded seatingEasily configurable tables

Size mark
Ages 3-4

Size mark
Ages 4-6

Size mark
Ages 6-8

Size mark
Ages 8-11

Bean, Apple and Pea floor-mats

1 2 3 4
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GRAFTON SEATING
The generous perforations of Grafton’s distinctive injection-moulded backrest provide better ventilation and 

flexibility. This unique feature was created to offer the comfort of a mesh backed chair without compromising on 
durability. The rolled edges of the backrest are mirrored on the seat shell to create a waterfall edge. The chair’s 

configuration options support agile learning and maintain a consistent design aesthetic across a campus.

4 LEG CHAIR ON CASTORS

Ergonomically designed with a perforated backrest for 
flexibility and ventilation. 

Pupil and Teachers height adjustable task chair with a 
perforated backrest for flexibility and ventilation.

VP-GRAF4CAS-**  460 high             £89.00

Upholsered Seat - fabric band 1        £25.00 Upholsered Seat - fabric band 1        £25.00

VP-GRAF4TASK-**  420 - 540 high       £125.00

TASK CHAIR WITH NYLON BASE

48

SHELL COLOUR CHOICES

FRAME COLOURS

FABRIC SEAT PAD COLOURS

When you order 
your colour options 
please replace ** 

with a colour suffix: 

Task chair with 
upholstered seat pad

Blue Grey is colour-matched to Iron Grey polypropylene available on other KI seating products.

Cool Grey

Black

Red

Cobalt 
Blue

Black

Grass Green

Blue Grey

Silver Grey

Charcoal

Aztec
Green

Surf’s Up

Cayenne

Flannel

Nordic Blue
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RICOCHET SEATING
An active sit for engaged learning. This stool features 12 degrees of rebounding motion with its convex base

 and is vailable in 4 heights & 5 colours. It comes with a 5 year warranty and is 100% recyclable  
which is great for the envoronment.

RICOCHET STOOL

Ergonomically designed from recyclable materials. 
Available with a 5 year warranty. 

VP–RICHO2-**  300 high                    £47.00
VP–RICHO3-**  350 high                   £49.00
VP–RICHO4-**  400 high                    £51.00
VP–RICHO5-**  450 high                   £53.00

49

COLOUR CHOICES

When you order 
your colour options 
please replace ** 

with a colour suffix: 

COLOUR CHOICES

Ash Grey

Parrot Green

Sugar Plum

Tangerine 
fizz

Aqua Blue
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CLASSROOM CHAIRS
All of our classroom chairs are compliant to EN1729 parts 1 & 2 and are designed to encourage good 

posture. They all come with long warranty periods, so you know they are built to last.

POSTURA+ CHAIR

Ergonomically designed from a single piece of plastic.
The shape encourages good posture. 20 year warranty. 

Pupil and Teachers height adjustable swivel chair. 20 
year warranty on seat shell, 1 year on all other parts.  

POP2-**  310 high                          £20.00
POP3-**  350 high                         £22.00
POP4-**  380 high                        £23.00

POTC-**  383 - 493 high                          £65.00

POSTURA+ TASK CHAIR

PU

YE

COLOUR CHOICES

COLOUR CHOICES

BL

LI

When you order 
your colour options 
please replace ** 

with a colour suffix: 

When you order 
your colour options 
please add a colour 
e.g. GL1M15/AT-RED

CHARCOAL

AZTEC

COBALT

RED

Ergonomic S-shaped 
back design.

50

OPERATOR CHAIR MESH BACK OPERATOR CHAIR

Teacher’s height adjustable high back operator chair, 
with our without height adjustable arms.   

Teacher’s height adjustable mesh back operator 
chair, with our without height adjustable arms.   

GL1M15  (without arms)                                  £122.00
GL1M15/AT  (with arms)                             £156.00

GL7M15  (without arms)                                  £198.00
GL7M15/AT  (with arms)                             £233.00

450 x 580 high 450 x 580 high
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T50 TABLES
T50 tables come with adjustable feet and in all the usual classroom shapes -  

round, rectangular and trapezoidal.

HEXAGONAL TABLE

1120w x 980d
Ideal for groups of 6 children. 5 Year warranty.

T5011HX-1-**  460 high                 £186.00
T5011HX-2-**  530 high                  £186.00
T5011HX-3-**  590 high                  £186.00 
T5011HX-4-**  640 high                  £186.00

T5012TR-1-**  460 high                  £112.00 
T5012TR-2-**  530 high                   £112.00 
T5012TR-3-**  590 high                  £112.00 
T5012TR-4-**  640 high                 £112.00 

TRAPEZOIDAL TABLE

1200w x 600d
Ideal for small groups. 5 Year warranty.

ROUND TABLE

1000w x 1000d
Ideal for groups of 4 children. 5 Year warranty.

T5010CR-1-**  460 high    £123.00
T5010CR-2-**  530 high                £123.00
T5010CR-3-**  590 high                 £123.00
T5010CR-4-**  640 high               £123.00

T501260-1-**  460 high                 £112.00
T501260-2-**  530 high                  £112.00
T501260-3-**  590 high                  £112.00
T501260-4-**  640 high                  £112.00

RECTANGULAR TABLE

1200w x 600d
Ideal for small groups. 5 Year warranty.

LAMINATE TOP FINISH

PU BL

LI YE

MP

FRAME FINISH

GY

When you order your colour 
options please replace ** with 
a colour suffix: 
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A-FRAME TABLES
The A-frame range is a bit different from other classroom tables with its bright coloured frame.  

There is a swivel chair for teachers in a range of bright colours for desk work or sitting with  
younger children (see pages 48 & 50).

TEACHERS A-FRAME TABLE

A-FRAME TABLE STACKING A-FRAME TABLE

1000w x 600d

1100w x 550d 1100w x 550d

A desk with locking drawer and cupboard.

A clever table with appearance of a floating top.  This table stacks and will accommodate wider chairs.

PRT28-**  760 high - Maple                £254.00

PRT26-S2-**  530 high - Maple              £107.00 
PRT26-S3-**  590 high - Maple              £107.00 
PRT26-S4-**  640 high - Maple             £107.00 
 

PRT27-S2-**  530 high - Maple              £107.00
PRT27-S3-**  590 high - Maple              £107.00 
PRT27-S4-**  640 high - Maple             £107.00

PRT25-S2-**  530 high - Maple             £127.00
PRT25-S3-**  590 high - Maple             £127.00
PRT25-S4-**  640 high - Maple             £127.00

GROUPING A-FRAME TABLE

1200w x 600d
A hexagonal shaped table for creating table groups. 

A-FRAME CHOICES

PU BL LI YE

LAMINATE TOP FINISH

MP
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INFORMAL TABLES
Our informal tables give children a chance to work and play together. 

The dry-wipe surface means they can draw onto the surface with confidence, knowing it can  
easily be removed once they have finished. 

SINGLE PLAYTABLE

600w x 1000d x 540h
Playtable with dry-wipe worktop and side pockets. 
Can accommodate a trundle box.

PRM62M   Maple panels                    £191.00
PRM62C-** Maple panels coloured ends          £216.00 

PRM61M   Maple panels                 £254.00 
PRM61C-** Maple panels coloured ends   £279.00

DOUBLE PLAYTABLE

1200w x 1000d x 540h
Playtable with dry-wipe worktop and side pockets. 
Can accommodate 2 trundle boxes.

Trundle box sold 
separately. 
See Pg 35.

Trundle box sold 
separately. 
See Pg 35.
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IT BENCH

COMPUTER BENCH

800d x 540-630h - with light grey frame
Computer tables come with port holes and cable tidies. 
Table height is adjustable from 540 to 630 high.

PRT09M  700w - Maple                    £191.00 
PRT10M  1400w - Maple                  £254.00 
PRT11M  2400w - Maple                   £382.00

Ideal for libraries, computer rooms or classrooms, the computer bench matches the T50 tables  
on page 51, so you can keep your classroom coordinated.

HEIGHT
ADJUSTABLE

TABLE
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TILT/FOLDING TABLES
These tables are perfect for temporary dining rooms, multi-function halls and open spaces.  

The hard-wearing worktops come in a choice of colours, all with silver frames. 

RECTANGULAR TILT TABLE

1200w x 800d
Perfect for temporary dining rooms and open spaces. 
These tables are stable and sturdy.

MDR1208-5-** - 590 high                   £254.00
MDR1208-6-** - 640 high                   £254.00

MDV1210-5-** - 590 high                   £254.00
MDV1210-6-** - 640 high                   £254.00

MDE1210-5-** - 950d x 590h             £254.00
MDE1210-6-** - 1000d x 640h            £254.00

OVAL TILT TABLE OCTAGONAL TILT TABLE

1200w x 1000d 1200w 
These oval tables fold and stack for neat storage.  
The castors are tilt activated to prevent movement.

Perfect for temporary multi-function halls and open 
spaces. These tables are stable and sturdy.

MPC0010-6-**                              £254.00

ROUND FOLDING TABLE

950w x 950d x 600h
These round tables fold and stack for neat storage.  
The castors are locking to prevent any movement.

RECTANGULAR FOLDING TABLE

1200w x 800d x 600h
These tables fold and stack for neat storage.  
The castors are locking to prevent movement.

MPR1208-6-**                                   £254.00

COLOUR CHOICES

PU BL LI YE

MP

When you order 
your colour options 
please replace ** 

with a colour suffix: 

The tilt table castors are activated  
once the table is tilted.

The mobile tables have 
locking castors.
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Made with solid foam, 
these fun seats are very 
comfy as well providing 
much needed storage 

space.

Our vinyl bench seating has a comfy foam pad, covered in a hard-wearing vinyl. 
These easy-clean benches are durable enough to have a long life in any classroom!

VINYL SEATING

SINGLE BENCH SEAT

420w x 320d x 320h
This single bench has a comfy vinyl covered cushion.
Easily to clean with a damp cloth.

VP1555-V-**   £85.00 VP1556-V-**   £114.00

TRIPLE BENCH SEAT

10400w x 320d x 320h
This triple bench has a comfy vinyl covered cushion.
Easily to clean with a damp cloth.

COLOUR CHOICES

PU BL LI YE

When you order 
your colour options 
please replace ** 

with a colour suffix: 
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All these seats are upholstered in vinyl, the ideal choice for early years and primary schools  
as it’s tough and easy to clean.  

STORAGE BENCHING

SINGLE TRAY STORAGE BENCH

350w x 505d x 350h
The single storage bench comes with a comfy foam 
seat pad and 1 deep coloured tray.

PRM46-**  Maple panels £210.00 PRM47-**  Maple panels £254.00

DOUBLE TRAY STORAGE BENCH

685w x 505d x 350h
The double storage bench comes with a comfy foam 
seat pad and 2 deep coloured trays.
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PRM48-**  Maple panels £317.00

TRIPLE TRAY STORAGE BENCH

1020w x 505d x 350h
The triple storage bench comes with a comfy foam 
seat pad and 3 deep coloured trays.
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Made with solid foam, 
these fun seats are very 

comfy.

COLOUR CHOICES

PU BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 
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CONTOUR SEATING
Designed to be used on their own or grouped together these comfy seats are ideal for libraries, reading 

corners or anywhere you want some bright, fun seating. They’re all covered in a tough easy to clean vinyl 
so they’re really practical too.

LITTLE FLOWER SEATS

260w x 260d x 260h - 678x658x260 (overall)
This cluster of seating forms a flower when tidied 
away, and handy comfy seating when separated.

VP-CF402VL-**  Flower set               £364.00 VP-CJ120VL-**  310 high                     £128.00
VP-CJ121VL-**  350 high                    £128.00

VP-CJ100VL-**  310 high                    £128.00
VP-CJ101VL-**  350 high                    £128.00

PEA APPLE

500w x 500d 500w x 480d
The pea shaped seat is made with deep solid foam 
and is great for libraries or classrooms.

The apple shaped seat is made with deep solid foam 
and is great for receptions or hallways.

VP-CJ130VL-**  310 high                   £128.00 
VP-CJ131VL-**  350 high                    £128.00

CORE

500w x 460d
The core shaped seat is made with deep solid foam 
and adds comfort and fun in your classroom.

BEAN

1000w x 500d
The bean shaped seat is made with deep solid foam 
and is perfect for using in reading corners.

VP-CJ110VL-**  310 high                   £254.00
VP-CJ111VL-**  350 high                   £254.00
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Tough material means 
they won’t tear.

COLOUR CHOICES

PU BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 
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BEAN BAGS
Our beanbags are designed with school environments in mind. They have a clever double-zip design 

that ensures children can’t unzip and get to the beans inside. They can be used both inside or outdoors 
due to their tough, waterproof covers without fear of punctures or tears. You can easily clean them  

with a damp cloth, too.

STOOL

500 DIA x 400h
This stool bean bag can be used indoors or outdoors 
and is comfy and fun to use. 

VP1295-**                                              £48.00
VP1296-**   Set of 6 in same colour          £199.00

VP1293-**                                              £96.00
VP1294-**   Set of 6 in same colour         £508.00

VP1299-**                                             £66.00
VP1300-**  Set of 6 in same colour         £358.00

SETTEE SLAB

1250w x 900d x 600h 1250w x 1000d
This settee bean bag can be used indoors or 
outdoors and is comfy and fun to use. 

This slab bean bag can be used indoors or outdoors 
and is comfy and fun to use. 

VP1303-**                                             £74.00
VP1304-**  Set of 6 in same colour          £369.00

SQUARE

700w x 700d x 350h
This square bean bag can be used indoors or 
outdoors and is comfy and fun to use. 

PRIMARY CHAIR CIRCLE

700w x 700d x 600h 700 DIA x 350h
This chair bean bag can be used indoors or outdoors 
and is comfy and fun to use. 

This circle bean bag can be used indoors or outdoors 
and is comfy and fun to use. 

VP1301-**                                              £66.00
VP1302-**  Set of 6 in same colour          £358.00

VP1297-**                                              £74.00
VP1298-** Set of 6 in same colour           £369.00
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FLOOR MATS
Children love sitting on the floor to read and play - and these floor mats create a flexible, comfortable 

space for a variety of lessons and activities. The floor pads can be used on their own or grouped together 
to create quiet reading corners and are easy to tidy away. They’re easy to clean vinyl, so they’re  

practical as well as colourful! 

1750w x 1000d x 80h
This bean shaped floor mat is great as additional 
flooring for reading corners and libraries.

VP-CF200VL-**                                  £250.00 VP-CF100VL-**                                   £133.00

PEA FLOOR PADBEAN FLOOR PAD

1000w x 1000d x 80h
This pea shaped floor mat is great as additional 
flooring and can be used with bean & apple mats.

VP-CF300VL-**                              £133.00

APPLE FLOOR PAD

1000w x 940d x 80h
This apple shaped floor mat is great as additional 
flooring and can be used with bean & pea mats.
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CREATIVE
Arts and crafts are a great way for children to 
explore and develop their creativity as well as 

improving concentration and dexterity, working with 
different materials and equipment. 

The trudy range includes easels for art activities  
and specially designed units to conveniently store  

all your arts and crafts materials.
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This range of easels are 
designed for kids aged 4 to 11.
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Maple Coloured Dry-wipe Chalk board

Choose dry-wipe or chalk 

board end panels to make 

use of every surface.

Storage trough.

Magnet friendly easy  

clean surface.

Trays included.

End panel options
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This art trolley is perfect for 
storing all your art and craft 

materials.

COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 
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ART STORAGE
Art and craft equipment comes in a variety of shapes and sizes, so we have a choice of units,  

each with its own specific purpose.

ART SUPPLIES TROLLEY

1020w x 640d x 650h
The trolley comes with 6 shallow, 2 deep and 2 jumbo 
coloured trays.

PRM43-**  Maple £380.00 PRM55-**  Maple £350.00

PRM12-**  Maple £380.00

CRAFT TROLLEY

A1 PAPER SUPPLY

1020w x 505d x 650h

1020w x 700d x 650h

The trolley comes with 4 shallow and 4 deep  
coloured trays.

This paper store can accommodate A1 sheets and 
has 4 pull out shelves.

PRM37-**  Maple £297.00

WHITEBOARD SCREEN UNIT

940w x 505d x 650h (1320 inc whiteboard)
This whiteboard unit can be used as a room divider 
and project work can be stuck onto the display surface.

Pull out storage up to A1 Double sided dry-wipe
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Our art easels are great for 
kids to create works of art. 

Two children can  
work together, one on  

either side.

COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 
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ART UNITS
These units are brilliant for keeping all artwork from cluttering up your worktops.  

The art easel can be used by 2 pupils at the same time, 1 at either side. The magnet friendly art board 
comes with free magnets for attaching paper, and is mobile for flexible use.

ART BOARD

600w x 520d x 900h (Ages 3-4)
The art board is perfect for smaller children and is 
double sided so more than one child can work on it.

PRM36   £191.00 PRM34-**  Maple £377.00 PRM35-**  Maple £391.00

PRM95M-** Maple panels £317.00
PRM95C-** Maple panels coloured ends       £347.00

KS1 ART EASEL KS2 ART EASEL

CUBBY CRAFT TROLLEY

640w x 610d x 1185h (Ages 4-7) 640w x 610d x 1475h (Ages 7-11)

1032w x 600d x 800h

The art easel is perfect for KS1 children and is double 
sided. It has a pull out shelf for standing pots on.

The art easel is perfect for KS2 children and is double 
sided. It has a pull out shelf for standing pots on.

Perfect for storing art supplies, the craft trolley can 
take 3 deep and 6 cubby trays.

PRM96M-** Maple panels £529.00
PRM96C-** Maple panels coloured ends      £571.00

A2 DRYING RACK

694w x 600d x 1000h
With 15 plastic coated shelves, A2 sized artwork can 
dry completely without cluttering up your worktops.
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COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 

The wipe clean easel 
is great for developing 

drawing skills.

COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 

Maple Coloured Dry-wipe Chalk board

END PANEL OPTIONS
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ART EASELS
Our art easels have a great choice of maple or coloured end panels. If you’re feeling creative,  

try different surfaces with a mixture of dry-wipe or chalkboard end panels.

MAGNETIC ART EASEL FOR KS2 MAGNETIC ART EASEL FOR KS1 PERSPEX ART EASEL FOR KS2 PERSPEX ART EASEL FOR KS1

694w x 600d x 1200h 694w x 600d x 1000h 694w x 600d x 1200h 694w x 600d x 1000h

MAPLE PANELS MAPLE PANELS MAPLE PANELS MAPLE PANELS

This KS2 easel has a magnetic surface, 2 
coloured deep trays and lockable castors.

This KS1 easel has a magnetic surface, 2 
coloured deep trays and lockable castors.

This KS2 easel has a perspex surface, 2 
coloured deep trays and lockable castors.

This KS1 easel has a perspex surface and 
lockable castors.

Maple 
PRM97M-**                £272.00
Coloured 
PRM97C-**                 £322.00 
Dry-wipe 
PRM97D-**                £375.00 
Chalkboard 
PRM97B-**                £389.00

Maple 
PRM99M-**               £267.00
Coloured 
PRM99C-**                £307.00
Dry-wipe 
PRM99D-**                £351.00
Chalkboard 
PRM99B-**                £362.00

Maple 
PRM98M-**                £238.00
Coloured 
PRM98C-**                £283.00
Dry-wipe 
PRM98D-**                £342.00
Chalkboard 
PRM98B-**                £356.00

Maple 
PRM100M-**               £205.00 
Coloured 
PRM100C-**                £240.00
Dry-wipe 
PRM100D-**                £287.00
Chalkboard 
PRM100B-**                £299.00
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The full-length acrylic 
mirror gives a child 

the perfect view when 
dressing up.

COLOUR CHOICES

PANEL FINISH

PU

MAPLE

BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 
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EARLY YEARS DRESS-UP
We know how much young children love to play dress-up, so we designed these early years dress-up 

units to encourage maximum creativity in small, flexible spaces. They’re low enough so the children can 
reach the outfits and the hooks are chunky, rounded and covered with plastic so there’s no sharp edges.

MOBILE DOUBLE SIDED DRESS-UP UNIT

1032w x 600d x 1000h
This mobile dress-up unit stores a variety of items and 
comes with locking castors &  3 deep co-ordinating trays.

STATIC DOUBLE SIDED DRESS-UP UNIT STATIC SINGLE SIDED DRESS-UP UNIT

1370w x 600d x 1000h 1370w x 475d x 1000h
This dress-up unit can store a variety of dress-up 
items and comes with 4 deep co-ordinating trays.

This dress-up unit can store a variety of dress-up 
items and comes with 4 deep co-ordinating trays.

Maple panels, 1 mirrored end 
PRM103M-**                             £288.00 
Maple panels, 1 mirrored end, 1 coloured end  
PRM103C-**                              £306.00

Maple panels, 1 mirrored end 
PRM101M-**                            £402.00 
Maple panels, 1 mirrored end, 1 coloured end  
PRM101C-**                             £423.00

Maple panels, 1 mirrored end 
PRM102M-**                             £320.00
Maple panels, 1 mirrored end, 1 coloured end  
PRM102C-**                              £337.00

Acrylic mirror. Child friendly
coat hooks.
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There’s plenty of storage 
space here.
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COLOUR CHOICES
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When you order your colour options 
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PRIMARY DRESS-UP
For all the little monsters, superheroes and princesses in your class, these dress-up units have an acrylic 
mirror for safety and plenty of space for storage. They also have child-friendly plastic hooks for hanging 

clothing and lockable castors for flexibility.

MOBILE DOUBLE SIDED DRESS-UP UNIT

1032w x 600d x 1200h
This comes with 3 deep co-ordinating trays, 3 clear 
cubby trays and 14 hooks. It has lockable castors too.

DRESS-UP TROLLEY

1200w x 600d x 1200h
This mobile dress-up unit has space for 3 co-ordinating 
trays, 24 hooks, and has lockable castors too.

Maple panels, 1 mirrored end 
PRM104M-**                             £338.00
Maple panels, 1 mirrored end, 1 coloured end  
PRM104C-**                              £355.00

 

PRM51-**  Maple                          £508.00
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Cubby trays

Deep trays
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CLOAKROOM
Whether you have a dedicated cloakroom or an 

allocated space in your corridor or classroom, you need 
somewhere to keep all those little coats, gym bags 

and wellies. It’s often the first place everyone sees so 
you want it to be tidy and organised, and if everyone 
has their own hook, hopefully you won’t fill up the lost 

property box so often!
The units are all at a height which children can reach, 

and they come in a choice of styles.
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The classroom benches 
have locking castors.

80
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Child-friendly plastic hooks.

Locking castors.

Open storage  
for shoes.

Curved corners.
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The mobile coat and shoe 
store is easy to move and 

lock into place.

82
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CLOAKROOM
Welcome benches are great for narrow corridors or against the wall in your classroom. The mobile units 
have locking corner castors so they stay put when you get them where you want them. All units feature a 
safe, plastic-coated ‘J’ hook (so no dangerous top hook!), making these units safe for children of all ages.

MOBILE DOUBLE SIDED BENCH 32 HOOKS

1200w x 600d x 1200h
An attractive mobile solution with 32 coat & bag 
hooks. It has space for shoes to be neatly stored.

PRM30-**  Maple £503.00 PRM29-**  Maple £540.00 PRM28-**  Maple   £503.00

PRM27-**  Maple £503.00

BAG, SHOE AND COAT STORE 32 HOOKS MOBILE DOUBLE SIDED BENCH 24 HOOKS

STATIC DOUBLE SIDED BENCH 24 HOOKS

1200w x 600d x 1200h 1400w x 600d x 1200h

1400w x 600d x 1200h

An attractive mobile solution with 32 coat & bag 
hooks. It has space for shoes to be neatly stored.

An attractive mobile solution with 24 coat & bag 
hooks. It has space for shoes to be neatly stored.

An attractive storage solution with 24 coat & bag 
hooks. It has space for shoes to be neatly stored.

PRM26-**  Maple £358.00

STATIC SINGLE SIDED BENCH 12 HOOKS

1400w x 460d x 1200h
An attractive storage solution with 12 coat & bag 
hooks. It has space for shoes to be neatly stored.
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FITTED FURNITURE
We offer an unrivalled service in the design, 
production, delivery and installation of fitted 

furniture, especially for wet areas and specialist 
storage. Expert direction is given on which design 

and layout will best fulfil  
your requirements.

Our planning and design service includes site 
surveys and production of 2D and 3D layout plans 
where appropriate. For more information, call us or 

visit out website trudy@apteriors.com
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Colour coded handles 
give the wet areas a 
well designed look.
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Coloured handles.

Varying end cupboard 
heights.

Varying sink heights.

Curved corners.

Due to the popularity of our trudy furniture for Primary schools, we have now developed a range  
of fixed furniture, to give a co-ordinated look throughout your room.

In Primary schools, the main purpose 
of fixed benching is to provide wet 
areas for pupils and teachers. These 
are generally short runs of worktop with 
a sink and cupboards or tray storage 
units below. With this in mind we have 
created a range of pre-configured units 
available in 3 heights; 590mm for infant, 
700mm for junior and 850mm for adults. 
All benches have an integral stainless 
steel sink and drainer, easy to operate 
lever action taps with a cupboard below. 
Longer benches include additional 
cupboard and or tray storage.

Wall units are also available in lengths 
to match the floor units, to provide 
additional cupboard storage.

The advantage of these pre-configured 
runs of benching is that they have no 
worktop joints, so are quicker and easier 
to install and therefore very cost effective. 

The new fixed range features many of 
the design elements that define Trudy 
furniture:

• Curved end panels 
• Easy-grip semicircular-handles
• Trudy colour options for panel & handles
• Maple finish
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CARCASE FRONT

WORKTOPS

MAPLE

MAPLE

COLOUR CHOICES

PU BL LI YE

When you order your colour options 
please replace ** with a colour suffix: 

GREY
DOTS
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FITTED FURNITURE
 All benches can accommodate an integral stainless steel sink and drainer, easy to operate lever action 

taps with a cupboard below. Longer benches include additional cupboard and tray storage.
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COLOUR
OPTIONS

When our customers asked us to design coloured 
furniture, we produced a range of bright options 

with learning in mind. Purple, lime, blue and yellow 
all encourage calmness and comfort, without 

the overstimulation of traditional primary colours 
(such as red). They can be used individually or 

complement each other when creating a  
co-ordinated colour scheme for your classroom.
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Swivel chairCLASSROOM CHAIRS - Postura+ 

TABLES WITH COLOURED WORKTOP - T50, folding and tilt table (grey frame only) 

TABLES WITH COLOURED FRAMES - A-frame 

VINYL - contour range, floor pads 

STANDARD UNITS - All maple with coloured rails, poles, handles and trays

PU

PU

PU

PU

PU

YE

BL

BL

LI

YE

YE

LI

LI

MP

BL YELI

Bean bags 

PU BL YELI

BL BL

YELI

PU BL YELI
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TAPERED UNITS WITH COLOURED ENDS - All maple with coloured end panels, rails and trays

PU LI YEBL

SHALLOW TRAYS 312w x 427d x 76h   £3.00

DEEP TRAYS 312w x 427d x 152h  £5.00

JUMBO TRAYS 312w x 427d x 300h   £9.00

PU

PU

PU

BL

BL

BL

LI

LI

LI

YE

YE

YE

TAPERED UNITS WITH MAPLE ENDS - All maple with coloured rails and trays

PU LI YEBL

FZ0111

FZ0241

FZ0513

CUBBY TRAYS 312w x 260d x 150h   £7.00

CL

PU BL LI YE

When you order your colour options please replace ** with a colour suffix: FZ0650

FZ0607

FZ0608

FZ0512

FZ0605

FZ0606

FZ0508

FZ0171

FZ0211

FZ0501
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DEVELOPING
TRUDY PRIMARY
Our customers told us that they needed clever ways 
to store classroom essentials in limited space, and 
that they were bored of beech and primary colours. 
Teachers wanted to be able to rearrange a room to 
suit the subject, whether it was working individually, 

in groups or clearing everything away to make 
space for drama and activities.  

 
We watched, listened, learned and created trudy 

primary. A complete, flexible, bright furniture 
solution for primary schools.
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Using our state of the art CAD 
system, we design and develop 
each product virtually before we 

start working with wood.
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Each piece of furniture in the trudy primary range has been developed with quality, safety and  practicality 
at its core. High quality finishes, rounded corners and durable materials mean that even when in a busy 

classroom environment, this furniture will still look good for years to come.

ATTENTION
TO DETAIL

It’s the attention to detail which sets us 
apart. From the methodical research 
process to the more than rigorous testing  
by our future users, nothing is left to chance. 
We are determined to bring you furniture 
which pushes the boundaries, not only of 
design but also of durability and value, to 
provide a complete solution to schools of 
all sizes.

We’ve paid attention to the little things, 
which can make a big difference, especially 
to safety and children’s well-being. All our 
furniture has rounded corners and edges 
to reduce the risk of impact injuries, and 
all units with doors feature our half-moon 
shaped, easy grip handle design so even 
children with the smallest hands can use them. 

Many of our units have adjustable shelves, 
giving you flexibility, and a number feature 
our handy top well for additional tray 
storage and to prevent things falling off 
when you move the units around. For 
additional flexibility, many of our products 
are fitted with castors, which enable you 
to move and rearrange your classroom as 
easily and quickly as possible.

Some of our units are double sided, with 
a choice of end panel finishes including 
mirrors, whiteboard and chalkboard.  
Curved aluminium rails on our units add 
colour, strength and durability, while the 
shelves on our bookcases have specially 
created rails to prevent bowing.
 
The entire trudy primary range is available in 
our contemporary range of exciting colours, 
allowing you to create a fully coordinated 
furniture scheme to inspire young minds. By 
looking after the small things we know the 
big ones take care of themselves. But, just in 
case they don’t, we’ve provided a five year 
warranty for your added peace of mind.

Once we have completed the 
conceptual design work, realistic 
renders are created, allowing us to 
visualise the product in detail.
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Quality products...  
 
Every detail of our range has been carefully
considered and designed to minimise
risk, ensuring our range is fun and safe
for children to use. We have designed out 
trap points, featured radiused edges and 
included clever details, such as our locking 
castors, to ensure the product is as safe as 
possible. Our range, produced from ethically 
sourced materials, conforms to all relevant
British and European standards, including
BS EN 16121 and BS EN 1729.

Trudy and the environment

We only use timber supplied by companies 
accredited by the Programme for the  
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC).  
All of our timber-based materials come from 
sustainable sources. At its end of life, all our 
furniture can be recycled, incinerated, or 
composted. 

The manufacturing processes have been 
refined to lessen any impact on the 
environment including the installation of 
infra-red curing ovens and optimising 
programmes to achieve the highest yield 
from our sheet materials. We also have our 
own wood burning incinerator which uses 
timber off-cuts and extracted dust to heat 
the factory. Any excess is then processed 
into fertiliser for use on local farms.
 

 
 
Our commitment to the environment  
extends to recycling 95% of our factories 
waste materials, we also keep any 
packaging for our finished products to an 
absolute minimum. Your trudy primary 
furniture will be delivered wrapped in 
blankets rather than cardboard boxes. 

You can be assured all trudy primary 
products are not only manufactured to 
the highest quality standards, but also at 
minimum cost to the environment. 

We are passionate about trudy primary products and we have spent years developing them so they are 
safe, environmentally friendly and most importantly practical for children to use. We know that they will 

help develop a child’s imagination through creative play.
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OUR SERVICE
We love our range of classroom furniture and we 

want you and the children who use it to love it too.

Please refer to the following information if you need 
to speak to us, order more products or just check on 

our returns policy.

Enjoy your trudy primary furniture!
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OUR SERVICE 
TO YOU
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At Apteriors, we’ve been helping a huge range of educational establishments
create the best learning environments for those who use them. We feel that our experience gives our 

customers trust and peace of mind. Let’s see how we can help you. 

Ordering and enquiries   
All orders are subject to our standard terms 
and conditions, a copy of which is available 
upon request. Prices are shown exclusive of 
VAT which will be applied at the current UK rate. 
Payment terms are by credit card or 14 days net 
from invoice date. 

Our support team is available from 
9.00am-5.30pm Mon-Fri.

Call:      0208 545 2678
Email:   trudy@apteriors.com 
Web:    www.apteriors.com 

When you place an order a confirmation will  
be sent out to you. It is your responsibility to 
check all the details of the order confirmation 
and inform us of any errors or omissions within 
2 working days.   

Delivery information  
All products are supplied exclusively to schools 
and other educational establishments. We are 
unable to deliver to residential addresses. An 
installation service is available, please contact 
us on 0208 545 2678 for details.  
 
Delivery is four weeks from receipt of order. 

 
 
 

Returns policy  
As all our products are manufactured to order, 
they are non-returnable unless found to be 
faulty. Damaged product must be reported 
within 5 working days. All goods must be 
signed for and checked as any damage found 
will not be rectified afterwards. Please check 
your items carefully upon delivery for faults or 
damages and keep any packaging. 

Can I cancel my order?  
Yes, but you can only cancel your order before 
production has started. If you cancel after 
production has started you will be charged in 
full. Please call us to check the progress of your 
order.

Terms and conditions  
Whilst every effort is taken to ensure all 
descriptions are accurate in this catalogue, 
changes to products may occur. We 
therefore reserve the right to make necessary 
substitutions whilst ensuring the standards 
of quality and performance are maintained. 
Colours in this catalogue should be used for 
guidance only as variations may occur during 
printing. Swatches are available on request. 

 
 

Expert planning and advice  
Whether you’re planning a refit for a complete 
building, or simply a single room, our advice 
and expertise is there for you. 

Our experienced sales and technical staff will 
work with you to design the environment which 
best suits your needs and budget. This service 
includes a site survey, CAD layout, material and 
colour board samples.

Supplied fully assembled  
The majority of our products are supplied and 
delivered fully assembled, the exceptions to 
this are due to restrictions of size and access 
to buildings. Products marked with the self 
assembly logo will be supplied for simple 
self-assembly. Assembly does not require any 
specialist tools. If you require our installation 
service, please contact us on  
0208 545 2679 for further details. 
 

Satisfaction guarantee  
The modern teaching environment places heavy 
demands on furniture and fittings, so we build 
quality and durability into everything we produce.

Proof of our commitment to the highest 
standards is our 5 year warranty on all items 
unless otherwise specified within the product 
description. This guarantee is against defective 
materials and workmanship for 5 years after 
purchase. All our warranties are subject to fair 
wear and tear.
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To ensure that your goods are delivered safely and without fuss or delay, please complete our  
pre-delivery information document and email it with your order to: trudy@apteriors.com
 
You can find our PDID form here: trudy@apteriors.com

Deliveries are charged at a flat rate of £80 per pallet. You will be supplied the final price 
with your completed quote. Please note, deliveries will only be scheduled on receipt of a 
completed PDID form (see above). All deliveries are four weeks from date of order.

PRE-DELIVERY INFORMATION DOCUMENT (PDID) 

DELIVERY CHARGE

Excludes the Highlands, UK Islands and Grampian Regions and Northern Ireland, where an additional charge applies. Please contact us for more information. 
Deliveries are usually made in 7.5T or 18T vehicles and are to one under cover, secure ground floor location. All products are supplied exclusively to schools and 
other educational establishments. We are unable to deliver to residential addresses. An installation is available. Please call us to find out more.

DELIVERY 
INFORMATION & 

CHARGES
All orders are subject to our standard terms and conditions, a 

copy of which is available on request and on our website.  
All prices are shown excluding VAT and carriage.

Please see below for exclusions and further delivery information.

0208 545 2678
Trudy is made in the UK from sustainable sources.

Apteriors
The Old Church, 89b Quicks Road, Wimbledon, London, SW19 1EX
email: trudy@apteriors.com web: www.apteriors.com
Calls are charged at local call rate..

by
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